As a Supernumerary Minister of the Methodist Church, I submit my own Artistic representation of Mark’s
Gospel. I offer also some notes to go with it. I have been conducting literary research on the New Testament
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throughout my ministry . The artwork itself has been produced at Double A0 size for exhibition purposes and is
now one of a series that I have reduced in size in charts, jigsaws, mugs, mouse-mats, place mats and greetings
cards, in an attempt to stimulate fresh interest in the study of the New Testament Books. I present, first of all,
my work on Mark’s Gospel, because it is this year’s lectionary gospel. To follow, I have my artistic
representations and notes on Matthew, Luke-Acts, John and the Revelation.

Mark’s Gospel was likely written in Rome soon after the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of its
temple in 70 CE. The need of ‘Good News’ had to be met. The return of the victorious General Titus
with his spoils from Jerusalem’s temple, coupled with the news of the annihilation of most of the
inhabitants of both Jerusalem and Judea, signalled (as it was thought then) the end of the Jewish
faith. The ‘Mother Church’ of the new Christian Jewish sect (linked with the temple and keeping the
law) was gone too! Someone, elsewhere than in Judea, therefore, had to make sense of these
cataclysmic events. Christians were everywhere scattered around the Roman Empire. Now they
were adrift. It was not ‘the world’ as such that needed this Gospel in the first instance, it was the
church.
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Jesus had said the temple would be destroyed, hadn’t he? And that Jerusalem, even ‘the vineyard
nation’ in its entirety, would be handed over to others? This book’s theology of the atonement,
therefore, focuses on Jesus’ body as ‘the new temple’. (See Mk. 14.58; 15.29,38, also 13.2 and 12.9.)
It had not come from Paul who wrote his letters in the 50s and 60s. This is new thinking and it links
the events of 70 CE with the writing of this Gospel. This book was going to be important from the
beginning. It would shape the thinking of the church of itself as a discipleship movement in the
world. It needed to be written well. It had, therefore, to be written to the rules of Ancient Rhetoric
that pertained in the First Centuryii. These rules had to do with Idea, Structure, Style, Memory and
Delivery. To get at the Gospel writer’s ‘Big Idea’ we have to understand his book’s structure. But to
get at this, we first of all have to reckon with his writing style.

The Style of writing:
The Title to this Gospel is found in the likely original opening wordsiii: ‘Beginning / of the gospel / of
Jesus Christ’. It is a three-part construction. The Prologue is similarly arranged. Contrary to much
scholarship on the matter, 1.2-20 describes its limits. Parsing establishes thisiv. Day One of the
‘Logue’, the narrative of the Gospel, begins at 1.21. The first readers of this Gospel’s manuscript
would have spotted these things. They were disciplined readers. As a result they would have
expected more of the same writing style throughout the rest of the document. And they wouldn’t
have been disappointed! The writers of the Gospels of both Luke and John signify the same in their
opening lines: in John, the three parts are: ‘In the beginning was the word / and the word was with
God / and the word was God’; and in Luke, it is a three-part protasis followed by a three-part
apodosisv. All the parts (the literary units) of Mark’s Gospel work together in the relationship ABB’,
where A is the introductory piece (of a grammatical construction), B is the first development, and B’
is the second, paralleling and closing development. Parsing the text of this Gospel in this way, by
establishing both the beginning and the end of every constituent part with pinpoint accuracy, we can
begin to discern the arrangement of the whole document.

The Book’s Structure:
In the Greek, the first day’s telling (1.21-38) covers a full 24 hours from dawn, through the twelve
hours of daylight and the four watches of the night, to just before dawn the following day. The
writer’s choice is the Civil Day. Armed with this information and aided by repeating introductory
words, repeating changes of geography, day-closing sea-journeys and repeating presentations,
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twenty-eight ‘days’ are defined. They interpret to Four Series (as my artwork presents them). The
writer likely adopts for his arrangement what he understood to be the overall structure of Homer’s
Iliad, which consists of a Prologue, a Logue (of Three Days, a Turning Point and Three Days) and an
Epilogue. Each of the Series in Mark’s Gospel comprises Seven Days and they are in similar
arrangement: ABB’XABB’, where a threesome of days, ABB’ in the telling, is balanced by a second
threesome of days, ABB’, around a central day, X. The First Day, A, is introductory, the Second Day,
B, is a first development and the Third Day, B’, is a second and concluding development. For
structure, therefore, the Gospel comprises four Series of Seven Days, where the two outer series
balance, A to A’, and the two inner series balance, B to B’, in an ABB’A’ chiasm (a much-used first
century symmetrical literary-structural plan).
The overall structure of ‘four’ by ‘seven’ likely had meaning in the 1st Century. ‘Seven’ represented
‘perfection’, ‘fulfilment’, or ‘completion’. ‘Four’ equated to the ‘four winds’ (for us today, the four
points of the compass). In this way we begin to understand the writer’s Big Idea: his Good News is
for the church to share with the world. It has universal significance.
Because we can define the Days in their Series, we can establish that the writer organised his work
as a matrix which works vertically, horizontally and, at its middle, diagonally also. For a first example
here, at this point in my dissertation, in the final series, Jesus’ clearing of the temple of the old
means of being made right with God is balanced by Jesus’ crucifixion, the new way we are made
right with God. Or in the second series, the feeding of the five thousand (of Jews) lies opposite the
feeding of the four thousand (of Gentiles) around a central episode where bread and crumbs are an
issue between Jews and Gentiles. Clarity is given. Further, in the first day of this second series, we
read Jesus’ injunction to his disciples to ‘take no bread’. In the third series, on the second of the
seven days, ‘two’ are with Jesus in his glory, and on the balancing/opposite day, ‘two’ want to be
with Jesus in his glory. Dualities are everywhere in this Gospel. They span the two inner series and
the two outer series. The two middle series begin in the same ways: on these days Jesus is identified
with John the Baptist, Elijah and another prophet. The two middle series turn in the same ways, with
use of the same Greek words in their introductions. These two series also end in the same ways,
with healings of blind men. And these are the only two such healings in the Gospel! The two outer
series likewise can be compared: they each begin with named cities and feature the main place of
worship, they turn with plots to kill Jesus and they end with the only stories in the Gospel of
‘resurrections’.
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Memory & Delivery:
The arrangement of this Book makes it, above all else, memorable. In an age of learning that was not
based like ours on everyone’s ability to readvi, but was characterised by the oral-aural method, this
arrangement was hugely helpful. As an aesthetic unity too it was clearly prepared for dramatic
recital in the amphitheatre. Further, the Logue required both Prologue and Epilogue. Without an
Epilogue no audience would have risen to leave. They would have wanted their full money’s worth!
In the artwork, I express the sunset of the first day’s telling and the sunrise of the last day’s telling,
and I have shown them as extending their rays, in turn, over the different ‘halves’ of the matrix. I’ve
done this to reflect the influence of these two days on the presentation of the whole Gospel. No
other day describes a sunset, or a sunrise. The whole of the left ‘half’ of the matrix is about Jesus
bringing the Old Covenant to a conclusion through fulfilling all its requirements. The whole of the
right ‘half’ is about Jesus establishing the New Covenant. The sun sets on the old. The sun rises on
the new.
The middle days in the four series perform as the turning point days: in the first and last series, for
their plots to kill Jesus; in the middle series, for their common opening words (in the Greek) and the
issues which are to do with Old and New Law. To present this Gospel meaningfully to an audience,
the reader/reciter has all the help he (she?) needs. The writer enables him/her to deliver the text
accurately from memory and ‘expose the speech with art of grace, dignity, gesture, modulation of
voice and face’vii.

The Big Idea of Mark’s Gospel:
We are thus propelled to understand the driving purpose behind this book, the Big Idea that gave it
its birth. The overall function and purpose of the book is to show how, while the fall of Jerusalem,
the destruction of its temple and the annihilation of most of the ‘Jerusalemites’ and ‘Judeans’viii is
indeed very bad news, there is, nevertheless, truly Good News (even in the Greek, ‘Bravo News’?ix)
to share. The Gospel tells excitedly and in a fast moving way, therefore, how the sun set on the Old
Covenant and rose on the New. Centring firmly on Jesus, the book demonstrates that Christianity is
the new world religion. It is Judaism’s replacement, Judaism’s successor! This, then, amounts to the
big idea of this Gospel writer.
But we ask, is his Gospel history? Richard Bauckham clearly thinks that it is. To him, Mark’s Gospel is
eye-witness report, eye-witness’ testimony. He judges Mark’s Gospel to be the unadulterated and
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untreated historical jottings of one who has received his information from the apostle Peter.
Throughout his book, he pleads for this view on the grounds that Mark did not create a ‘history’ as
he might have done if he himself were an eye-witness, a writer and a historian, because he gives no
‘order’ to the material he receivedx. That it is not in note form is very clear to me and I have
presented some of the evidence above. My PhD thesis of 1998 shows considerable support for a
clearly structured matrix, where the author appears in every way to have been in control of his
material and to have learned his trade from Homer and, for good reason, mimicked his
compositional approach to the Iliadxi.
The Gospel appears to be more about ‘the meaning’ of Christianity than a history of its beginnings,
about the eternal worth of believing and committing to Jesus. (The original Epiloguexii is important
here, see 16.16.) And Jesus’ death and resurrection is fundamental to this story of our salvation, says
this writer. It is what Paul had said before him. But now, by telling his story of Jesus in ‘four series’ of
‘seven days’, he is the first (ever?) to put dates to the days of Paul’s thought (1Cor. 15.3-5). For its
meaning, our writer says, Jesus’ death is to be understood as associated (in thought) with the
Passover. Hence, the new era begins at dawn on the first day of the new week that follows after the
Passover. Through Jesus’ blood-shedding and death, God passes over the sins of those who believe
Jesus to be the Christ and Son of God. It is powerful story-telling. Though there is a tradition
(associated with Papias) that says Mark was not a disciple of Jesus but of Peter who wrote down
what he learned from Peterxiii, this appears to have been the view of those who wanted in their day
to read this Gospel as history. They appear to have known nothing of this book’s literary form and
the writer’s literary task and endeavour. People could have told the story of a historical Jesus, that is,
if they had lived till after 70 CE and moved away from Jerusalem, but even then, it seems, the early
focus was on the Christ of faith. For this, Paul appears responsiblexiv. In his letters, we have bits and
bobs in regard to Jesus’ person, a last supper, a betrayal (though not at the hands of a disciple – the
‘twelve’ see him raisedxv), his death, burial, resurrection and a likely ascension, the ‘twelve’ disciples,
mentions of scripture fulfilment and a firm belief in Jesus as the Christ Redeemer. It is these that
have been gathered up in a single production here. Paul’s thought, rather than Peter’s
reminiscences, gave detail to this Good News.
In every way, this Gospel, to me, exhibits indebtedness to the writing rules of ancient Graeco-Roman
literature. My joy has been to discover, therefore, another who in parallel with me (but quite
separately) had imagined himself to be the first to see a link between the Gospel of Mark and
Homer. He introduces his thesis in the same way as I do, with the belief that readers of the Gospel of
Mark had seen nothing of what they should have been seeingxvi. Here, I refer to the work of Dennis
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R. MacDonald. His thesis is that Mark’s Gospel is much influenced for its content by both Homer’s
Odyssey and the Iliadxvii: in fact, he says Mark imitated the whole of the Odyssey for the Gospel and
two books of the Iliad, Books 22 and 24, for the death of Jesus. Yet like Bauckham, he too
demonstrates no knowledge of the Gospel’s structure. Neither does he appear to show any interest
in the structures of the Odyssey and the Iliad. Indeed, he shows no inkling that Mark’s Gospel, for
structure, imitates Homer’s for the Iliad - four times over.
Both Bauckham and MacDonald have been much rewarded for their work, likewise also Richard A
Burridge. As a classics graduate, he transferred to theological studies and built a solid argument: the
gospels in general were no longer to be viewed as sui generis; rather, they are Graeco-Roman Bioi
(Lives, Biographies)xviii. First published in 1992, his doctoral work attracted much interest from those
who did not have his advantage of studying classics. In 2004 he reproduced his earlier text (with
some revisions) and added a chapter. The latter gave him his opportunity to deal with the earliest
objections to his work and the chance to gather up the supportive comments of others. He was able
also to record the new developments of others that were based on his work. It is disappointing,
therefore, to find that he makes no reference to MacDonald’s work (published in 2000), nor indeed
also to Mack’s (published in 1990) on Rhetoric and the New Testament (see my note ii).
Now we have to ask, if Mark’s Gospel is not history, is it myth? The short answer is yes! But it is not
‘mere myth’ as one past scholar has statedxix. Also, it is not ‘myth’ in the modern sense, meaning ‘a
lie’. This writer well chose myth as his literary vehicle. Homer’s Epics were clearly known to him, as
to every writer and reader, and as to every non-reading audience. Homer’s myths worked. They had
their appeal. They had their power. Further, the method had been well tried and tested by others
over several centuries. For these reasons, this writer chose well to work with the Homeric literary
model. Myth may appear, awkwardly to us, to historicise events that were not historical, but in its
usage in Mark’s Gospel, it communicates what the writer believes is eternal truth.
As to the actual author, we know nothing. We understand the phrase, ‘According to Mark’, to have
been added at the top of its first folio, after other gospels had been written. Given that this Gospel
is so ably produced, we might judge it likely that the church engaged the services of a professional
writer to help it shape its message for a scattered church that was staring into the future with
bewilderment. Back in the 70s CE, it seems that good decisions were taken. Getting on for 2,000
years later we are still reading this book which asserts above everything else that Christianity is
simply no Jewish sect, but, rather, a new world faith for all nations.
David G. Palmer, November 2014 (revised January 2015)
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